Files reveal the US knowingly imprisoned more than **150 innocent men** for years without charge.

Among the prisoners were an 89 year old Afghan villager with dementia and a 14 year old boy who had been kidnapped.

Some of the innocent were taken purely because they wore a 1980s model of Casio watch, which was used as a bomb timer by terrorists.

The US relied heavily on dubious information obtained from a small number of detainees under **TORTURE**.

Intelligence agencies from China, Uzbekistan, Libya and other regimes with well documented torture practices were invited to interrogate inmates.

**SPIN**

Personnel are required to have “excellent public relations (PR) skills”

Hunger strike is ‘VTF’ Voluntary Total Fasting’

Attempted suicide requiring someone to be cut down is ‘self-harm’

Camp Delta Standard Operating Procedure manual shows non-compliance with the Geneva Conventions.
**WikiLeaks Top 10 Publications**

2.
**IRAQ WAR LOGS**

2007-2010
The Iraq War Logs showed the true numbers of civilian deaths in Iraq as well as abuse and torture of prisoners by police and military in full knowledge of coalition forces.

---

400,000
**US military documents**

On October 22, 2010 WikiLeaks released the biggest leak of military secrets in history at that time exposing many truths about the conflict.

---

400,000
**US military documents**

On October 22, 2010 WikiLeaks released the biggest leak of military secrets in history at that time exposing many truths about the conflict.

---

**Iraqi police were carrying out**

**TORTURE RAPE MURDER**

There was a formal policy of ignoring such abuse by the coalition forces.

---

**CONTRACTING OUT ABUSE**

Reports contain evidence of many abuses, including civilian deaths, committed by contractors.

---

**Iraq War logs played a part in ending the US occupation**

The reports show daily Collateral Murder incidents.

---

US was forced to withdraw troops when Iraq refused immunity for crimes committed.

---

**66,081 non combatants out of 109,000 fatalities**

Including 15,000 unknown incidents of civilian deaths.

---

**observed a Blackwater PSD shoot up a civilian vehicle... father killed... wife and daughter wounded...**

---

**Blackwater employees fired indiscriminately at the scene...**
2009
The Minton Report detailed how Dutch multinational company Trafigura dumped toxic waste in the Ivory Coast affecting 108,000 people - possibly the most culpable pollution disaster since Bhopal.

In 2006 Trafigura commissioned an internal report about it’s dumping of 540,000 litres of toxic waste in the Ivory Coast.

108,000 people were affected according to the UN.

COVERUP
In 2009, the report was suppressed with a secret gag order*

The Guardian and the BBC obeyed.

EXPOSED
WikiLeaks published the leaked report.

The Minton Report listed potential health effects:
- Burns to the skin
- Eyes and lungs
- Vomiting
- Diarrhea
- Loss of consciousness
- Death

UPROAR
Trafigura even sought to apply the gag order to parliamentary reporting when an MP asked a question in the House of Commons, about Trafigura’s toxic dumping and the role of its lawyers.

WikiLeaks wrote

CENSORED
Readers can help the victims and the press undermine this unenforceable gag order, by spreading the URL
http://wikileaks.org/wiki/Minton

There was a Twitter uprising
The parliamentary questions were published all over the internet.

Trafigura was forced to back down before being challenged in court.

GAG ORDER LIFTED days later

* In England a ‘super injunction’ can ban publication and also ban reporting of the fact that the injunction exists at all.
Leaked video is from the gunsight of one of the attacking helicopters.

**2 journalists killed**
The photographer’s camera is visible.

**2 children severely injured**
Their father dies in a van attempting to save one of the journalists.

**We saw a wounded man lying in the square, my father stopped to help him.**

The Pentagon blocked Reuters from accessing the footage under FOI laws.

The Washington Post had a copy of the video for at least a year, prior to its release by WikiLeaks.

A major turning point was when I pulled those kids out of the van. I stopped firing my weapon, I stopped beating people needlessly. It was at that point that I really realised what we were doing was wrong.

Ethan McCord, US Army soldier

**The acts depicted in this video are everyday occurrences of this war.**
Josh Stieber, soldier from the Army unit responsible for the Collateral Murder incident.
The Public Library of US Diplomacy is a growing collection of 3,326,538 diplomatic cables from 274 consulates and embassies from 1966 to 2010.

PLUSD began with 250,000 US diplomatic cables. Cablegate was the largest set of confidential documents ever to be released into the public domain. PLUSD is the world's largest searchable collection of United States confidential, or formerly confidential, diplomatic communications.

Publication of Cablegate was a key factor in igniting the Arab Spring. Cablegate triggered a crisis in US diplomatic relations across the world.

One of countless Cablegate revelations...

Then Secretary of State Hillary Clinton issued a Classified Directive to spy on allies and the United Nations.

US diplomats ordered to gather information on all United Nations political leaders and top personnel.

All US intelligence agencies involved including CIA and FBI.
WikiLeaks
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SYRIA FILES
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2012
The Syria Files provide extraordinary insight into the Assad regime from 2006 to 2012, through emails from Syrian political figures, ministries, associated companies and the regime’s international security contracts.

2.4 million emails from 680 Syrian political figures

THE PRESIDENT
FOREIGN AFFAIRS MINISTRY
FINANCE MINISTRY
INFORMATION MINISTRY
TRANSPORT & CULTURE MINISTRY
ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

WikiLeaks built a NEW DATA MINING SYSTEM to deal with multiple languages and massive data sets.

PR
Emails show Public Relations firms helping Syrian regime

PR firm Brown Lloyd James

If hard power is necessary to quell rebellion, soft power is needed to reassure the Syrian people and outside audiences that reform is proceeding apace.

Vogue

PUFF PIECE

Brown Lloyd James were paid to engineer a puff piece about the wife of dictator Bashar al-Assad.

After much controversy and ridicule Vogue pulled the article from their website and it has now been erased from the internet.

Complicity
Emails show European companies involved in surveillance and crackdown against Syrian citizens.

One of the companies exposed was Selex, owned by the ITALIAN GOVERNMENT.

Despite sanctions Selex continued to expand its contract with the Syrian police.

The Syria Files help us not merely to criticise one group or another, but to understand their interests, actions and thoughts. It is only through understanding this conflict that we can hope to resolve it.

truth
2012
The Global Intelligence Files reveal the inner workings of the "global intelligence" firm Stratfor that services the US government and large corporations.

5 million emails from private intelligence agency Stratfor

A SHADOW CIA
Relying on informants from the US government, embassy staff, foreign intelligence agencies with questionable reputations and journalists around the world.

Emails show:
- Web of informers
- Pay-off structure
- Payment laundering techniques
- Psychological methods

US SEALED INDICTMENT FOR ASSANGE
Revealed in emails from Fred Burton, Stratfor Vice-President for Counterterrorism & Corporate Security, Former Deputy Chief of the US Dept of State.

You have to take control of him. Control means financial, sexual or psychological control

Stratfor advise on how to extract information from an Israeli intelligence informant on the medical condition of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez.

Not for Pub - We have a sealed indictment on Assange. Pls protect.

Assange is going to make a nice bride in prison. Screw the terrorist. He’ll be eating cat food forever.

Extradition [to the US is] more and more likely

4000 emails mention WikiLeaks or Assange

Stratfor is hired by big corporations to spy on activists

Like Dow Chemicals who wanted to defeat activists seeking redress for the 1984 gas leak that caused devastating environmental damage and killed more than 15000 people in Bhopal.
2013 ongoing
TPP, TTIP & TiSA are major trade agreements
drafted and negotiated in secret. WikiLeaks has
published multiple draft chapters & negotiating
positions that have fuelled social justice and
fair trade movements throughout the world.

3 BIG T’s

aim to create a new
global economic and
legal bloc handing more
power to transnational corporations, with
the US at the centre of the agreements

TPP
36% OF GLOBAL GDP

TTIP
46% OF GLOBAL GDP

TISA
66% OF GLOBAL GDP

Treaties form
a new economic
“grand enclosure”
excluding China and the
other BRICS countries

In 2015 Paraguay and Uruguay
pulled out of TiSA talks

These kinds of treaties
mainly follow the line of
interests of the US and
transnational corporations

The treaties mean
governments losing
control over financial
regulations, safety &
environmental
standards and more

Personal data
privacy is
treated as a
barrier to trade

 Corporations
able to sue
governments
for loss of “expected
future profits”

Senator Marcos Otegui, Uruguay

Largest
trade treaty
of its kind
in history

Changing services from
serving the public interest to
serving the profit interests of
private, foreign corporations

TiSA is the most extreme
CLASSIFIED
during the
negotiations and for
5 years
after deal is
finalised
2016
The NSA World Leaders Targets reveal NSA targets including UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon's meetings with Heads of State, Prime Ministers Berlusconi and Netanyahu, President Hollande and the UN refugee agency.

THE MOST HIGHLY CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS EVER PUBLISHED BY A MEDIA ORGANISATION

Cover intercepts of conversations on a range of issues - from climate change and banking to sensitive trade issues.

UN BUGGED ON CLIMATE CHANGE
UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon's private meetings over how to save the planet from climate change bugged by a country intent on protecting its largest oil companies.

ECONOMIC ESPIONAGE
NSA targets include TOP EU ECONOMIC OFFICIALS, JAPANESE AND EU TRADE MINISTERS discussing sensitive World Trade Organisation negotiations, DIRECTOR OF THE RULES DIVISION OF THE WTO.

In a tense private meeting French President Sarkozy and German Chancellor Merkel seem to bully Italian Prime Minister Berlusconi over Italy's debt.

Italian banking system ready to "pop like a cork" - Sarkozy tells Berlusconi.

TENSIONS OVER JEWISH SETTLEMENTS IN EAST JERUSALEM
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu begs Berlusconi to help patch up his relationship with Obama, who was refusing to talk to Netanyahu.
2016
The Democratic National Committee Leaks consist of emails from the US Democratic Party leadership. The emails reveal that the DNC acted against Bernie Sanders in favor of Hillary Clinton, despite it's stated neutrality in the race for presidential nomination.

19252 emails + 8034 attachments from the US Democratic National Committee expose the DNC actively undermining the Bernie Sanders campaign.

Collusion with media
CNN and Politico articles were screened by DNC before publication. Washington Post and DNC hosted a joint fundraiser—with WaPo unlisted. DNC worked with New York Times to bury donations story unfavourable to Hillary Clinton.

Targeting Sanders' religion
Plan to ‘expose’ Bernie Sanders as an atheist, as opposed to being a religious Jew.

Pay for play
First time details are exposed of who pays how much for what favours.

The so-called SPREADSHEET OF ALL THINGS lists extensive details on major donors, mapping out the influence structure in the US. Elaborate structures funnel money to state Democratic Party officers and then teleport it back.

The leak led to RESIGNATIONS OF 5 TOP DNC OFFICIALS

- CHAIR
- CEO
- CFO
- COMMS DIRECTOR
- FINANCE DIRECTOR

Discussions about list of people - mainly donors - who may be appointed to federal boards & commissions.